[Percutaneous drainage of abdominal abscess. A clinical case and issues of operative ultrasonography in urology].
Percutaneous drainage of intrabdominal abscesses currently is a well established technique. The use of ultrasound, ever more frequently utilized in urology department, made urologists autonomous in ultrasound diagnosis and operative stage. We report on a patient admitted to emergency department in whom acute prostatitis was diagnosed. Urological consultation was obtained. The ultrasound examination performed, permitted to reveal the real syntomatology origin and to make an evaluation about the possible application of ultrasound in diagnosis and treatment of abdominal abscesses. This was also an occasion to re-examine some not urological ultrasound cases and their treatment. We believe that, also for the urologists, morphological knowledge of most frequent abdominal pathologies, visible by ultrasound, is useful to avoid diagnostic mistakes and useless and hazardous treatments. In our experience we confirm that percutaneous and non invasive techniques, if well utilized, have a good cost/benefit ratio. The percutaneous treatment is also useful to convert an urgent surgical operation into a well established and programmed one.